
A Spiritual Art had another important role. That is to amplify the Spiritual Energy. In general,
a Common Tier High Rank Gong Fa Spiritual Art would be able to amplify the Spiritual
Energy by 5 levels. A Spiritual Tier Low Rank Gong Fa would be able to amplify the Spiritual
Energy by 10 levels. The more levels it could amplify, the stronger the Spiritual Energy would
be when it was released.

The Low Rank Spiritual Beasts are approximately at the strength of a Spiritual Movement
Stage; The Middle Rank Spiritual Beasts are Spiritual Rotation Stage; The High Rank
Spiritual Beasts are comparable to the Spirit Stage. -25

The boy in front of them seemed to have some sort of magic power. It made others believe
that he could do many extraordinary things in the eyes of ordinary people. -26

Mu Chen chuckled as he shook hands with him. Then, he retracted his hand without
changing expressions. Lei Cheng’s hands were quite rough and they were many blade
callus. It seems that this person specializes in blades. -28 - attention to detail and
discernment.

Botanical - knowing and recognising all sorts of different spiritual plants, as well as a basic
idea of their properties.
Animal - knowing various spirit beasts on sight. Their name and basic abilities.

The so-called Mustard Seed Bracelet is a rather special Spiritual Artifact. It’s how a Sacred
Mountain can conceal a mustard seed, yet a mustard seed could store a Sacred Mountain1.
This Spiritual Artifact has the power of constructing space and was an extremely valuable
storage device.

Artifact that identifies the talented people in a vast area. - spirit road

Spiritual Array Master, Spiritual Artifact Master…Aside from the orthodox Spiritual Energy
cultivation, these special professions were extremely dazzling

Allowed shoulder to be stabbed to take advantage of a flaw. Courage to do so. Strength of
will to do so without trembling.

The so-called Spiritual Array is simply a special method of resonating Spiritual Energy. It will
activate the Spiritual Aura within the world, effecting both offensive and defensive measures.
-
I am a Rank 1 Spiritual Array Master, my utmost limit is controlling 20 Spiritual Seals at once.
If I add anymore, I’ll lose control over them… Based on my knowledge, the number of Rank
5 Spiritual Array Masters could be counted in one hand. They are able to manipulate over
hundreds of Spiritual Seals and this power could even exterminate Spirit Stage powerhouses
-
Forming an array is extremely difficult. It is equivalent to a large-scaled construction project.
The Spiritual Seals are like cornerstone and the paths of connection. On the other hand, the
Diagram Array is like the design. Without a complete design, it would impossible for the
construction to start



-
Rank 1 Spiritual Arrays require a minimum of 15 Spiritual Seals
-
Heart Array State?” Mu Chen was surprised.
“It is a mysterious state you would only be able to touch after you become a Rank 3 Spiritual
Array Master. At that time, you will be able to get rid of the binds of the naked eye and use
your heart to observe the array

Cultivation Interconversion - Based on the fact that people are able to convert their
cultivation from lower planes into that of Spiritual Energy. You could convert your energies
between the various types as you wish, though this is not a quick process you can do in the
middle of battle.

Although my father is also at the Spirit Stage, he has never taught others regarding
cultivation. He is not good at it.” Mu Chen said helplessly. Mu Feng’s strength might be
stronger than Teacher Mo’s, but he was not suitable to teach others about cultivation.

he had experienced many bloody fights and had a certain excellent talent. He was able to
quickly absorb the reason of his failure and improve by making changes bit by bit

If I do not get revenge, I will be worse than a woman.” Mu Chen shook his head and said.
“Oi, so what if it’s a woman? Are you looking down on women?!” Just as Mu Chen’s voice
faded away, a shout sounded out beside him.

the Heavenly Fusion Stage was able to integrate with the world and manipulate a portion of
the Spiritual Aura within the world. The power from simply their gestures could destroy a
mountain

“So a Heavenly Fusion Stage powerhouse could ingest a Soul Essence to such a degree!”
Mu Feng and the others’ hearts trembled. Although all of them had ingested Spiritual Beast’s
Soul Essences, they could only condense the Spiritual Beast’s Soul Essence using their
Spiritual Energy at most. It was absolutely impossible for them to directly transform into a
true Spiritual Beast like Liu Jingshan.

Spiritual Energy Empowerment - Spirit Road ending, boosts cultivation level massively.
Ordinary geniuses will immediately reach the spirit stage. The truly talented may go straight
to the Heavenly Fusion stage.
—
you should know about the Spiritual Road Empowerment, right? This Spiritual Light
Empowerment is roughly equivalent to the Spiritual Road Empowerment. Both can greatly
unleash your potential and enhance your strength.” - 264
—
There are Grades for the Spiritual Light Empowerment?” asked a Freshman in doubt.
“That’s for sure! Normal Spiritual Light Empowerment would happen the instant one leaves
the Spiritual Light World. The Spiritual Light that one obtains would automatically transform
into Spiritual Energy and enter their body. Although this kind of Spiritual Energy is pure, a
large portion of it would be lost during the absorption process. In the end, isn’t the amount
that would be refined and absorb be more than 50 to 60%?”



“However, the Spiritual Light Empowerment Mu Chen and the other three are going to
receive is different. It’s said that the Elders of the academy would assist in their
empowerment. This kind of treatment isn’t something a normal Spiritual Light Empowerment
would be able to compare with.”
—
With regards to the Spiritual Light Empowerment, the stronger the person in charge, the
greater the effect
—
Compared to the Lightning God’s Physique, which required a long time of practice and
training, the Spiritual Light Empowerment was able to cause his strength to advance and
progress in the shortest amount of time without any side effects.

As the creation of Spiritual Artifacts was rather complex, only Spiritual Blacksmiths had the
ability to create them. Moreover, there were barely any Spiritual Blacksmiths within the entire
Northern Spiritual Realm. Based on this, one can see how tiny the Northern Spiritual Realm
is compared to the vast and endless Great Thousand World.

“It’s something that only a member of an ancient Divine Beast’s lineage can do. Simply put, it
uses a special technique to link our bloodlines together.”
—
However, a Bloodline Bond surpasses the act of ingesting in terms of method and potential.
This is because this was the only method that could fuse two bloodlines together, allowing
the cultivator to use an extremely formidable power.
However, a Bloodline Bond requires agreement from both parties.
—
If you have the slightest resistance or reluctance, it will cause the bond to fail. Also, you will
only have one chance on performing this bond. Once it fails, we will never be able to form a
bond again.

The Great Thousand World was enormous. Among them, there were countless races and
various powerful forces. But even so, many of these geniuses would choose to enter the
“Five Great Academies” for training. Just based off this, one could see the how unique the
“Five Great Academies” were. Otherwise, why would these wellborn geniuses give up on
their own race’s inheritance and travel across many continents to train at one of the “Five
Great Academies”.

North Academy - An vast and endless land could be seen. On the ground, there were
numerous cultivation halls that were connected with each other. Occasionally, waterfalls
would descend down through the mountains as grand ripples of mist emitted out.
—
The place that you will be living in is enveloped by a Rank 4 Spirit Convergence Array.”
—
In the Northern Heavens Spiritual Academy, there are a total of 100 plus Rank 4 Spirit
Convergence Arrays, 60 plus Rank 5 Spirit Convergence Arrays, 20 Rank 6 Spirit
Convergence Arrays, 10 Rank 7 Spirit Convergence Arrays and one Rank 8 Spirit
Convergence Array.”
—



The Lightning Territory is a cultivation ground that the Northern Heavens Spiritual Academy
had opened up. At that location, endless amounts of divine lightning descend. This divine
lightning possesses the effect of strengthening Spiritual Energy. At the same time, it can also
strengthen the body.
—
“The Northern Heavens Spiritual Academy is too enormous. There are nearly 100,000
students.

Sometimes, it wasn’t better to be surrounded by dense Spiritual Aura. In a place like this,
ordinary students probably wouldn’t be able to stay for long, before their meridians would
swell up due to the Spiritual Aura. If they were to continue cultivating, it was highly likely that
their bodies would explode from the Spiritual Aura…

An existence like the Nine Nether Bird possesses the potential to evolve into a Divine Beast.
Once it evolves, it will be an existence that is equivalent to Lord Dragon

Although Mu Chen had completed the Bloodlink Bond with the Nine Nether Bird, it doesn’t
mean that he could directly use the Soul Essence’s energy as he did not ingest the Nine
Nether Bird’s Soul Essence. Instead, he needed to gradually assimilate with the Nine Nether
Bird’s power. The more he had assimilated with it, the more power he would be able to
control.
—
Moreover, this power would remain with him even if the Nine Nether Bird had left his body.
Not to mention, when he had reached the limits of the assimilation, Mu Chen could even
become the Nine Nether Bird, and possess all the abilities of the Nine Nether Bird.
—
From a certain extent, Mu Chen was basically considered to be a human form of a Nine
Nether Bird!

This flame is extremely powerful. Moreover, it would even accompany us through our
evolution and evolve as well. Once I evolve into a Divine Beast, this Nine Nether Flame will
evolve into the Nine Netherworld Flame - 188

Generally speaking, in a highly rank Spirit Convergence Array like this, extremely dense
Spiritual Aura of the world would be accumulated over the years. It would then form what is
known as the Spirit Tide.” The student explained.
“Then why are so many people heading towards the so-called Spirit Tide?”
“That isn’t true. The Spirit Tide is considerably violent and it could be quite dangerous if one
was sucked in. Normally speaking, it is best to avoid a Spirit Tide if possible.” The student
snickered. Then, he responded with his eyes blazing: “However, within the Spirit Tide, a
worldly treasure known as the “Celestial Spirit Lotus” would be formed due to the
accumulated Spiritual Aura.” -202

This Flame Emperor, for example, practiced an energy called Douqi in his Plane. After
entering the Great Thousand World, his Douqi would gradually convert into a purer form of
Spiritual Energy - 222

By late Spirit stage, cultivators are already producing sonic booms when they travel



Mu Chen lightly shook his head while keeping his attention. He could sense the darkness
deep within He Yao’s eyes. Then, he understood why Su Xuan didn’t like him. This person’s
scheming heart ran deep. Even though he seemed easy to get along with, he actually had a
rather dark character. He wasn’t someone who was easy to deal with. - 225

he swept his eyes over the vast lake of magma. His heart jumped at seeing so many Fire
Spirit Lotuses

Sensing Danger - a strange type of sense honed by many cultivators. You can quite simply
sense how dangerous an attack or array is towards you.

Shredding the spiritual and turning divine, this has always been the most important step of
our Spiritual Beast’s cultivation route

Hidden Fame - As you grow stronger, and carve a place out for yourself in the world, it is
inevitable that your fame will begin to grow. People will hear tales of your feats, your
strength. Yet despite this, these rumours and stories never seem to quite go into detail about
your actual abilities. Even if you are known by almost everyone in a city, you will still find
people being surprised to learn you are a spiritual array master, or an artifact forger, or
whatever else isn't readily apparent. You may be well known, but what you can bring to bear
is far less so.

It's All About Face [+100]
- One of the main social phenomena you will experience in this world is the idea of 'face',
which is a nuanced notion but can ultimately be boiled down to the idea of giving and
receiving due respect. It is for face that people are willing to get into fights over perceived
slights, over things that ordinarily would get ignored or are blatantly unfair. Unfortunately you
have been bludgeoned with this same ideal when you entered into this jump, becoming just
as concerned with keeping it as any normal cultivator. Letting bygones be bygones will
scarcely enter your mind.

Endlessly Changing Energy [???]
Just as the multitudes of different energies of the Lower Planes can be converted into
Spiritual Qi, Spiritual Qi can be converted into a plethora of different energies in turn. From
Spiritual Qi it can turn into Sword Qi, Fighting Spirit, and even back into the energies of
Lower Planes. As you travel the multiverse, you will encounter many other kinds of energy.
Yet as you do so, you will find these energies can be interconverted between each other, the
Spiritual Qi acting as a medium through which one can become another. This change,
though not instant, still takes place fast enough that it could be used efficiently in combat.

Naturally, not all of the refined Spiritual Beast’s Soul Essence would dissipate. If one was
able to reach a considerably high level of fusion with their Spiritual Beast’s Soul Essence,
the power gained from the Soul Essence would continue to exist. However, for that kind of
situation to occur was not simple. After all, a Spiritual Beast’s Soul Essence had a natural
rejection to mankind. Even though the Spiritual Beast was already killed, its remnant
thoughts would still resist this fusion. That is, unless they were willing to get refined. Only if



this were to happen would the power from the Soul Essence be able to follow alongside the
refiner.
—
To many people, the power from the Soul Essence might be considered to be a provisional
power source. However, for Mu Chen, it would be with him throughout his life.

In the next instant, a wave of boundless Spiritual Energy erupted from her palms.
Conveniently flowing through Mu Chen’s palms, it entered his meridians, before
unexpectedly making contact with Mu Chen’s Spiritual Energy.
Mu Chen was instantly shocked, since this was an extremely dangerous thing to do. The
Spiritual Energy produced from various forms of cultivations were all different. Once they
made contact with one another, intense repulsion would erupt from them, causing extremely
serious damage towards both parties.

Poison Finger - a finger that is able to gather any poison you can resist into one spot. As
long as you can resist it, you can continue to concentrate stronger and stronger poison in
this digit, only bringing it to the surface when you need it. Due to the constant tempering of
the poison, this finger also exhibits an incredible resistance to poisons

What’s more, with his already tyrannical Human Body, the Human Body Disaster that Mu
Chen would need to experience far exceeded that of many other people. In fact, this was
exactly the reason why loads of people did not attempt to cultivate any Body Refinement
Divine Art before passing through their Human Body Disasters. With such a powerful Human
Body, although one would be able to summon forth even more strength, it would also bring
about even greater pain and agony during the passing of one’s Human Body Disaster. -
480-490~ish


